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INTRODUCTION 
The Bible is our final authority on all matters that pertain unto life and godliness.  The Bible gives us  

HISTORY on everything.  It teaches us where we came from; it teaches us why we are here; and it  

teaches us where we are going after we die.  Recently, our government and professors have provided  

research and evidence of things not of this world (their words).  Do extraterrestrials and aliens exist?   

This is Part 1 of our preparation for the last days and the imminent return of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
 

❖ Definitions 

✓ “Extraterrestrial” – a being whose origin is not EARTH. 

✓ “Alien” – a foreign being from an extraterrestrial WORLD. 

➢ In a general sense, a non-human being of advanced intelligence may be considered  
“alien” to us regardless of its origin. 

❖ CONTEXT:  It is important to note the other CHARACTERS in the creation story before Adam.   

❖ Getting some biblical context for our study from Job 38:4-7: 

✓ W1828: “Sentient” – a being or person that has the faculty of perception. 

✓ The Bible is not referring to literal stars but the sentient “sons of God.”   

✓ The “morning stars” or “sons of God” witnessed the FORMATION of Earth. 

✓ Therefore, the Bible teaches that the “sons of God” are older than Earth. 

✓ The “sons of God” existed before Earth and Adam. 

✓ The “sons of God” are also described as ANGELS. (a general term) Gen 6:4; Rev 12:9 

✓ The Bible teaches that mankind was made “a little lower than angels.” Psalm 8:3-6 

 

          TRUTH #1:    The “sons of God” (or “morning stars”) constitute a race of  
beings that are both older and superior to the human race.   
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❖ Definitions 

✓ “Angels” – a MESSENGER; one who is sent. 

✓ The word describes what they are doing more than who they are (a classification). 

❖ There is much false teaching related to angels. 

✓ Roman history was full of heretical teaching and portrayals of angels. 

✓ They are not sensual females with wings. 

✓ They are not chubby children with wings.  (pedophilic in nature) 

❖ The Bible teaches… 

✓ Angels are messengers of extraterrestrial origin sent to Earth.  

✓ They look like MEN. (Or do men look like them?)  Hebrews 13:1-2 (co-habiting?) 

✓ They are in possession of technology such as transportation and WEAPONS of war. 

✓ They eat and drink – as with Abraham and Lot.  Genesis 18, 19 

✓ Some engage in warfare, deliver messages, execute God’s judgment, minister to people 

❖ According to the Bible, the ANGELS of heaven… 

✓ Have spoken/written language, keep records, sing/compose music, and eat/drink. 

✓ Possess, wield, and build technology. 

✓ Are subjects of a kingdom with a complex system of government and… 

✓ A standing ARMY – as Jesus described in Mt 26:53 – all hallmarks of society and culture. 

❖ It is rationale and biblical to conclude that… 

✓ The non-human, angelic beings depicted in the Bible are the citizens of an advanced  

extraterrestrial civilization that PRE-DATES our own. 

 

     TRUTH #2:     The key aspects of a civilized society – sophisticated government,  
                              system of organization, criminal justice system, oral and written  
                              language, technology advancement, and military organization –  
                              were all existent in the universe before Adam was created. 
 

 

LIFE CHANGES 

1. What does God want you to STOP doing right now? 

2. What does God want you to START doing right now?   


